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Abstract

Prompt tuning is an effective way to adapt the pretrained
visual-language model (VLM) to the downstream task us-
ing task-related textual tokens. Representative CoOp-based
work combines the learnable textual tokens with the class
tokens to obtain specific textual knowledge. However, the
specific textual knowledge is worse generalization to the
unseen classes because it forgets the essential general tex-
tual knowledge having a strong generalization ability. To
tackle this issue, we introduce a novel Knowledge-guided
Context Optimization (KgCoOp) to enhance the generaliza-
tion ability of the learnable prompt for unseen classes. The
key insight of KgCoOp is that the forgetting about essen-
tial knowledge can be alleviated by reducing the discrep-
ancy between the learnable prompt and the hand-crafted
prompt. Especially, KgCoOp minimizes the discrepancy be-
tween the textual embeddings generated by learned prompts
and the hand-crafted prompts. Finally, adding the Kg-
CoOp upon the contrastive loss can make a discriminative
prompt for both seen and unseen tasks. Extensive eval-
uation of several benchmarks demonstrates that the pro-
posed Knowledge-guided Context Optimization is an effi-
cient method for prompt tuning, i.e., achieves better perfor-
mance with less training time. code.

1. Introduction
With the help of the large scale of the image-text as-

sociation pairs, the trained visual-language model (VLM)
contains essential general knowledge, which has a bet-
ter generalization ability for the other tasks. Recently,
many visual-language models have been proposed, such
as Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining (CLIP) [29],
Flamingo [1], ALIGN [18], etc. Although VLM is an ef-
fective model for extracting the visual and text description,
training VLM needs a large scale of high-quality datasets.
However, collecting a large amount of data for training
a task-related model in real visual-language tasks is dif-
ficult. To address the above problem, the prompt tun-

Table 1. Compared to existing methods, the proposed KgCoOp
is an efficient method, obtaining a higher performance with less
training time.

Methods Prompts Accuracy Training-timeBase New H

CLIP hand-crafted 69.34 74.22 71.70 -

CoOp textual 82.63 67.99 74.60 6ms/image
ProGrad textual 82.48 70.75 76.16 22ms/image
CoCoOp textual+visual 80.47 71.69 75.83 160ms/image
KgCoOp textual 80.73 73.6 77.0 6ms/image

ing [4] [10] [19] [22] [28] [30] [33] [38] has been proposed
to adapt the pretrained VLM to downstream tasks, achiev-
ing a fantastic performance on various few-shot or zero-shot
visual recognization tasks.

The prompt tuning1 usually applies task-related textual
tokens to embed task-specific textual knowledge for pre-
diction. The hand-crafted template “a photo of a [Class]”
in CLIP [29] is used to model the textual-based class em-
bedding for zero-shot prediction. By defining the knowl-
edge captured by the fixed (hand-crafted) prompts as the
general textual knowledge2, it has a high generalization
capability on unseen tasks. However, the general textual
knowledge is less able to describe the downstream tasks
due to not consider the specific knowledge of each task.
To obtain discriminative task-specific knowledge, Context
Optimization(CoOp) [41], Conditional Context Optimiza-
tion(CoCoOp) [40], and ProGrad [42] replace the hand-
crafted prompts with a set of learnable prompts inferred
by the labeled few-shot samples. Formally, the discrimina-
tive knowledge generated by the learned prompts is defined
as the specific textual knowledge. However, CoOp-based
methods have a worse generalization to the unseen classes
with the same task, e.g., obtaining a worse performance than
CLIP for the unseen classes (New), shown in Table 1.

As the specific textual knowledge is inferred from the

1In this work, we only consider the textual prompt tuning and do not
involve the visual prompt tuning.

2Inspired from [17], ‘knowledge’in this work denotes the information
contained in the trained model.
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Figure 1. For the CoOp-based prompt tuning, the degree of per-
formance degradation Onew on the New classes is consistent with
the distance between the learnable textual embedding wcoop and
the hand-crafted textual embedding wclip. The larger distance, the
more severe the performance degradation. σclip and σcoop are the
accuracy of New classes for CLIP and CoOp, respectively.

labeled few-shot samples, it is discriminative for the seen
classes and biased away from the unseen classes, lead-
ing to worse performance on the unseen domain. For
example, non-training CLIP obtains a higher New accu-
racy on the unseen classes than CoOp-based methods, e.g.,
74.22%/63.22%/71.69% for CLIP/CoOP/CoCoOp. The su-
perior performance of CLIP on unseen classes verifies that
its general textual knowledge has a better generalization
for unseen classes. However, the specific textual knowl-
edge inferred by the CoOp-based methods always forgets
the essential general textual knowledge, called catastrophic
knowledge forgetting, i.e., the more serve catastrophic for-
getting, the larger performance degradation.

To address this issue, we introduce a novel prompt tun-
ing method Knowledge-guided Context Optimization (Kg-
CoOp) to boost the generality of the unseen class by reduc-
ing the forgetting of the general textual knowledge. The
key insight of KgCoOp is that the forgetting about gen-
eral textual knowledge can be alleviated by reducing the
discrepancy between the learnable prompt and the hand-
crafted prompt. The observation of relationship between
the discrepancy of two prompts and the performance drop
also verify the insight. As shown in Figure 1, the larger
the distance between textual embeddings generated by the
learnable prompt and the hand-crafted prompt, the more
severe the performance degradation. Formally, the hand-
crafted prompts “a photo of a [Class]” are fed into the text
encoder of CLIP to generate the general textual embedding,
regarded as the general textual knowledge. Otherwise, a set
of learnable prompts is optimized to generate task-specific
textual embedding. Furthermore, Knowledge-guided Con-
text Optimization(KgCoOp) minimizes the euclidean dis-
tance between general textual embeddings and specific tex-
tual embeddings for remembering the essential general tex-
tual knowledge. Similar to the CoOp and CoCoOp, the con-
trastive loss between the task-specific textual and visual em-

beddings is used to optimize the learnable prompts.
We conduct comprehensive experiments under base-to-

new generalization setting, few-shot classification, and do-
main generalization over 11 image classification datasets
and four types of ImageNets. The evaluation shows that
the proposed KgCoOp is an efficient method: using the less
training time obtains a higher performance, shown in Ta-
ble 1. In summary, the proposed KgCoOp obtains: 1) higher
performance: KgCoOp obtains a higher final performance
than existing methods. Especially, KgCoOp obtains a clear
improvement on the New class upon the CoOp, CoCoOp,
and ProGrad, demonstrating the rationality and necessity of
considering the general textual knowledge. 2) less training
time: the training time of KgCoOp is the same as CoOp,
which is faster than CoCoOp and ProGrad.

2. Related Work
Visual-Language Models: Recently, research has shown
that using image-text association pairs can model a pow-
erful visual-language model rather than merely consider-
ing the images. The model inferred based on the image-
text association pairs is defined as Visual-Language Model
(VLM). Recently, the visual-language models can be im-
proved from the following aspects: 1) using a stronger
text encoder or visual encoder, e.g., Transformers [34]; 2)
contrastive representation learning [3]; 3) using more im-
ages [29] [18]. As training VLM needs a large-scale anno-
tated dataset, unsupervised learning or weakly supervised
learning [36] are used to train the visual-language model
with the unannotated images. Specially, Masked Language
Modeling (MLM) [20] [23] improves the robustness of vi-
sual and text embedding by randomly erasing the words in
the text, and Masked autoencoders [13] is a scalable self-
supervised learner by masking random patches of the input
image. As representive work is CLIP, which trains the vi-
sual encoder and visual encoder using the contrastive loss
based on 400 millions image-text association pairs, which
demonstrates a good generability for the unseen classes.
Similar to the previous work CoOp and CoCoOp, we ap-
ply the pretrained CLIP for knowledge transfer.

Prompt Tuning: To adapt the pretrained VLM to the
downstream tasks, the prompt tuning [10] always applies
task-related textual tokens to infer the task-specific textual
knowledge [29,39]. For example, the hand-crafted template
“a photo of a [CLASS]” in CLIP [29] is used to model the
textual embedding for zero-shot prediction. However, the
hand-crafted prompts have less ability to describe the down-
stream task because they do not consider the specific knowl-
edge of the current task. To address the above problem,
Context Optimization(CoOp) [41] replaces the hand-crafted
prompts with the learnable soft prompts inferred by the la-
beled few-shot samples. The disadvantage of CoOp is that
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the learnable prompts are unique and fixed for each task’s
images. That is to say, CoOP infers task-related prompts
and ignores the characteristics of different images. Fur-
thermore, Conditional Context Optimization(CoCoOp) [40]
is proposed to generate an image-conditional context for
each image and combine the textual-conditional context for
prompt tuning. Specialy, it uses a lightweight neural net-
work to generate a vector, which is learnable text prompts.
To obtain high-quality task-related tokens, ProDA [24] con-
siders the prompt’s prior distribution learning. Further-
more, ProGrad [42] only updates the prompts whose gra-
dient is aligned to the “general knowledge” generated by
the original prompts. DenseCLIP [30] uses the context-
aware prompt strategy to generate dense prediction tasks,
and CLIP-Adapter [12] applies an adapter to adjust the vi-
sual or text embeddings.

Among existing methods, the most related to ours are
the CoOp and ProGrad. The CoOp can be treated as the
baseline model for the proposed KgCoOp. Compared with
CoOp, the proposed KgCoOp considers an additional term
to ensure learnable prompts have a low discrepancy with the
original prompts, leading the proposed KgCoOp to obtain
a higher performance on the terms of unseen classes than
CoOp. ProGrad has the same idea as the proposed KgCoOp,
ensuring that the learnable specific knowledge is aligned
with the general knowledge. However, ProGrad only op-
timizes the prompts with the aligned direction and discards
a conflicting update. That is to say, ProGrad discards a lot of
the conflict knowledge during prompt tuning. Unlike Pro-
Grad, the proposed KgCoOp will not discard any knowl-
edge and only ensures that the learnable specific knowledge
is close to the general knowledge. Furthermore, KgCoOp
is more efficient than ProGrad because it does not need ad-
ditional computation. The comprehensive evaluation shows
that the proposed KgCoOp is an efficient method: using less
training time obtains a higher performance.

3. Methodolgy
As Knowledge-guided Context Optimization(KgCoOp)

is proposed based on Context Optimization (CoOp), we
first give a brief review of Context Optimization (CoOp) for
visual-language prompt tuning. Then, we give a detailed
introduction to the proposed KgCoOp.

3.1. Preliminaries

Among the existing visual-language models, Contrastive
Language-Image Pre-training(CLIP) is a representative
model trained with 400 million image-text association pairs,
having a powerful generability for zero-shot image recog-
nition. Since CLIP is trained based on the image-text as-
sociation pairs, it contains two types of encoders: visual
encoder, and textual encoder, where the visual encoder is
used to map the given image into the visual embedding, and

the textual encoder is applied to embedding the correspond-
ing textual information. By fixing the pretrained visual and
textual encoders in CLIP, the prompt tuning uses the hand-
crafted prompts or the learnable prompts for adapting the
pre-trained CLIP to downstream tasks.

Formally, we define the visual encoder and textual en-
coder as φ and θ, respectively. For a downstream task
consisting of Nc categories, CLIP employs a hand-crafted
prompt to generate the textual class embeddings, i.e.,
Wclip = {wclip

i }Nc
i=1 denotes the textual embedding of

all categories, where wclip
i denotes the textual embedding

of the i-th class. Specifically, assuming the name of the
i-th class as “class-name”, the corresponding textual em-
bedding wclip

i is generated from a hand-crafted prompt: “a
photo of a [class-name]” with the textual encoder θ(·) and a
transformer-based encoder e(·), where e(·) takes a sequence
of words as input and outputs a vectorized textual tokens.
Formally, the vectorized textual tokens of the i-th class tem-
plate “a photo of a [class-name]” is defined as: tclipi = e(“a
photo of a [class-name]”). tclipi is further project to the
textual class embedding wclip

i with the textual encoder θ:
wclip

i = θ(tclipi ).
Given an image I along with its label y, the visual em-

bedding is extracted with the visual encoder φ(·): x =
φ(I). After that, the prediction probability between the vi-
sual embedding x and textual embedding Wclip is com-
puted for prediction:

p(y|x) =
exp(d(x,wclip

y )/τ)∑Nc

i=1 exp(d(x,w
clip
i )/τ)

, (1)

where d(·) denotes the cosine similarity, and τ is a learnable
temperature parameter.

Although Eq.(1) can be easily applied for zero-shot
prediction, CLIP employs a fixed hand-crafted prompt(“a
photo of a []”) to generate the textual embedding, lead-
ing to weak generability to the downstream tasks. To ad-
dress the above problem, Context Optimization (CoOp) au-
tomatically learns a set of continuous context vectors for
generating task-related textual embeddings. Specifically,
CoOp introduces M context vectors V = {v1,v2, ...,vM}
as the learnable prompt. Finally, the corresponding class
token embedding ci of the i-th class is concatenated with
the learnable context vector V for generating the prompts
tcoopi = {v1,v2, ...,vM , ci}. After that, the textual class
embedding wcoop

i is obtained by fedding the learnable
prompts tcoopi into the textual encoder θ, i.e., wcoop

i =
θ(tcoopi ). Therefore, the final textual class embedding for
all class is defined as: Wcoop = {wcoop

i }Nc
i=1.

With the given few-shot samples, CoOp optimizes the
learnable context tokens V by minimizing the negative log-
likelihood between the image feature x and its class textual
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embeding wcoop
y :

pcoop(y|x) =
exp(d(x,wcoop

y )/τ)∑Nc

i=1 exp(d(x,w
coop
i )/τ)

. (2)

Note that the visual encoder φ and the pretrained textual
encoder θ are frozen during training for CLIP and CoOp.
Different from CLIP using the fixed prompts, CoOp only
infers the suitable task-related prompts tcoopi to boost its
generability and discrimination.

3.2. Knowledge-guided Context Optimization

Although existing CoOp-based prompt tuning methods
can effectively adapt the pretrained CLIP to the down-
stream tasks, it might easily overfit the seen classes be-
cause only a few labeled images are used for training.
For example, CoOp obtains a noticeable improvement
for the Base accuracy upon CLIP, e.g., 69.34%(CLIP) vs
82.89%(CoOp). However, CoOp obtains a worse New ac-
curacy than CLIP on the unseen classes, e.g., 74.22%(CLIP)
vs 63.22%(CoOp). By further analyzing the New accu-
racy between CLIP and CoOp on all 11 datasets, an in-
teresting phenomenon is that the performance degradation
on the unseen classes is consistent with the distance be-
tween the learnable prompts and fixed prompts. In this
work, the relative ratio of performance drop Onew between
CLIP and CoOp indicates the degree of performance degra-
dation. Moreover, the distance between learnable textual
embedding (CoOp) and fixed textual embedding(CLIP) is
used to measure the similarity between the two types of
prompts. As shown in Figure 1, the larger distance, the
more severe the performance drop. For example, among all
11 datasets, CoOp obtains the largest drop ratio of 20.63%
on the DTD dataset, while its special class embeddings also
have the largest distance compared to CLIP ones. Based
on the above results, we can conclude that enhancing the
similarity between the learnable prompt and fixed prompts
can alleviate the forgetting of general textual knowledge for
boosting the generability of the unseen domain, which is the
core motivation of our work. Formally, we propose a novel
prompt tuning method named Knowledge-guided Context
Optimization (KgCoOp) to infer learnable prompts which
have a high discriminative on the seen classes and high gen-
erability on the unseen classes, shown in Figure 2.

For CLIP, given an image I along with its embedding x,
the predictions are obtained by computing the visual-textual
similarity between the visual embedding and textual class
embeddings. Since CLIP and KgCoOp apply different tex-
tual embeddings to match the visual embeddings, the gen-
eral textual knowledge and special textual knowledge are
majorly controlled by the textual embeddings of CLIP and
KgCoOp. Furthermore, the discrepancy between general
textual knowledge and special textual knowledge can be
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Text 
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Figure 2. The framework of the Knowledge-guided Context Op-
timization for prompt tuning. Lce is the standard cross-entropy
loss, and Lkg is the proposed Knowledge-guided Context Opti-
mization contraint to minimize the discrepancy between the spe-
cial knowledge (learnable textual embeddings) and the general
knowledge(the textual embeddings generated by the hand-crafted
prompt).

measured by the distance between the corresponding tex-
tual embeddings.

Formally, we define the textual embedding generated by
the CLIP and KgCoOp as wclip

i = θ(tclipi ) and wi = θ(ti),
where tclipi is the vectorized textual tokens in CLIP, and
ti = {v1,v2, ...,vM , ci} denotes the learnable prompt of
the i-th class. The discrepancy between the special knowl-
edge and general knowledge is to compute the euclidean
distance between wi and wclip

i , As shown in Figure 1, the
distance is positively related to the performance degrada-
tion, and a lower distance produces a lower performance
degradation. Therefore, we can minimize the distance be-
tween wi and wclip

i for boosting the generability of the un-
seen classes,

Lkg =
1

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

||wi −wclip
i ||22, (3)

where || · || is the euclidean distance, Nc is the number of
seen classes. Meanwhile, the standard contrastive loss is:

Lce = −
∑
x∈X

log
exp(d(x,wy)/τ)∑Nc

i=1 exp(d(x,wi)/τ)
, (4)

where y is the corresponding label of the image embedding.
By combining the standard cross-entropy loss Lce, the

final objective is:

L = Lce + λLkg, (5)

where λ is used balance the effect of Lkg .

4. Experiments
Similar to CoCoOp [40] and ProGrad [42], we evaluate

the proposed method based on the following settings: 1)
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Table 2. Comparison in the base-to-new setting with different K-shot samples in terms of the average performance among all 11 datasets
and backbones(ViT-B/16 and ResNet-50).

Backbones Methods K=4 K=8 K=16
Base New H Base New H Base New H

CoOp 78.43 68.03 72.44 80.73 68.39 73.5 82.63 67.99 74.60
CoCoOp 76.72 73.34 74.85 78.56 72.0 74.9 80.47 71.69 75.83

ViT-B/16 ProGrad 79.18 71.14 74.62 80.62 71.02 75.2 82.48 70.75 76.16
KgCoOp 79.92 73.11 75.90 78.36 73.89 76.06 80.73 73.6 77.0

CoOp 72.06 59.69 65.29 74.72 58.05 65.34 77.24 57.4 65.86
CoCoOp 71.39 65.74 68.45 73.4 66.42 69.29 75.2 63.64 68.9

ResNet-50 ProGrad 73.88 64.95 69.13 76.25 64.74 70.03 77.98 64.41 69.94
KgCoOp 72.42 68.00 70.14 74.08 67.86 70.84 75.51 67.53 71.30

generalization from base-to-new classes within a dataset;
2) few-shot image classification; 3) domain generaliza-
tion. All experiments are conducted based on the pretrained
CLIP [29] model. More detailed results will be given in the
Supplementary materials.

Dataset: Following CLIP [29], CoOp [41], Co-
CoOp [40], and ProGrad [42], the base-to-new generalia-
tion is conducted on 11 image classification datasets, i.e.,
ImageNet [6] and Caltech [9] for generic object classifi-
cation; OxfordPets [27], StanfordCars [21], Flowers [26],
Food101 [2], and FGVCAircraft [25] for fine-grained visual
categorization, EuroSAT [15] for satellite image classifica-
tion, UCF101 [32] for action recognization, DTD [5] for
texture classification, and SUN397 [37] for scene recogni-
tion. Furthermore, we use the ImageNet and its variants for
domain generalization, i.e., the ImageNet is treated as the
source domain; ImageNetV2 [31], ImageNet-Sketch [35],
ImageNet-A [11] and ImageNet-R [16] are treated as the
target domains for evaluation.

Training Details: Our implementation is based on
CoOp’s [41] 3 and ProGrad’s [42] 4 codes with the CLIP
model. We conduct the experiments based on the vision
backbone with ResNet-50 [14] and Vit-B/16 [8]. Inspired
by CoOp, we fix the context length to 4 and initialize the
context vectors using the template of “a photo of a []”. The
final performance is averaged over three random seeds for a
fair comparison. We follow the same training epochs, train-
ing schedule, and data augmentation setting in CoOp and
ProGrad. The hyperparameter λ is set to 8.0. All experi-
ments are conducted based on RTX 3090.

Baselines: Four type of CoOp-based methods are treated
as baselines for comparison:
• CLIP [29] applies the hand-crafted template “a photo

of a []” to generate the prompts for knowledge transfer.
• CoOp [41] replaces the hand-crafted prompts with a

set of learnable prompts inferred by the downstream
datasets, which is our baseline.

3https://github.com/KaiyangZhou/CoOp
4https://github.com/BeierZhu/Prompt-align

• CoCoOp [40] generates the image-conditional
prompts by combining the image context of each
image and the learnable prompts in CoOp.
• ProGrad [42] uses the same prompts as CoOp while

only optimizing the prompt whose gradient is aligned
to the “general direction”, which can be treated as
CoOp+Grad.
• KgCoOp uses the same prompts as CoOp while op-

timizing the learnable prompts closed to the fixed
prompts in CLIP, which can be treated as CoOp+Kg.

Although the existing VPT [7] and ProDA [24] have
been proposed for prompt tuning, they both infer a collec-
tion of prompts rather than one learnable prompt used in
CoOp-based methods.

4.1. Generalization From Base-to-New Classes

Similar to the previous work CoOp and CoCoop, we
split each dataset into two groups: base classes (Base) and
new classes(New). Similar to the zero-shot setting, the new
classes disjoint the base classes. To verify the generaliza-
tion of the CoOp-based methods, all compared methods
and the proposed KgCoOp use the base classes for prompt
tuning, and conduct evaluation on the new class. The de-
tailed results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2
summarizes the average performance among all 11 datasets
with different K-shot samples and backbones (ViT-B/16
and ResNet-50). Table 3 gives the detailed performance on
all 11 datasets based on the backbone of ViT-B/16 and 16-
shot samples.

Total Analysis: As shown in Table 2, the proposed
KgCoOp obtains a higher average performance in terms
of Harmonic mean than existing methods on all settings,
demonstrating its superiority for the generalization from
base-to-new classes. Among the existing methods, ProGrad
obtains the best performance in terms of Base classes on
all settings while obtaining a worse New performance than
CoCoOp. The reason is that a higher performance on Base
classes makes the ProGrad have serious overfitting on the
Base class, thus producing a biased prompt for the New
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Table 3. Comparison with existing methods in the base-to-new generalization setting with ViT-B/16 as the backbone. The context length
M is 4 for prompot-based methods with the 16-shots samples from the base classes. H: Harmonic mean.

(a) Average over 11 datasets.

Base New H

CLIP 69.34 74.22 71.70
CoOp 82.63 67.99 74.60
CoCoOp 80.47 71.69 75.83
ProGrad 82.48 70.75 76.16

KgCoOp 80.73 73.6 77.0

(b) ImageNet.

Base New H

CLIP 72.43 68.14 70.22
CoOp 76.46 66.31 71.02
CoCoOp 75.98 70.43 73.10
ProGrad 77.02 66.66 71.46

KgCoOp 75.83 69.96 72.78

(c) Caltech101.

Base New H

CLIP 96.84 94.00 95.40
CoOp 98.11 93.52 95.76
CoCoOp 97.96 93.81 95.84
ProGrad 98.02 93.89 95.91

KgCoOp 97.72 94.39 96.03

(d) OxfordPets.

Base New H

CLIP 91.17 97.26 94.12
CoOp 94.24 96.66 95.43
CoCoOp 95.20 97.69 96.43
ProGrad 95.07 97.63 96.33

KgCoOp 94.65 97.76 96.18

(e) StanfordCars.

Base New H

CLIP 63.37 74.89 68.65
CoOp 76.2 69.14 72.49
CoCoOp 70.49 73.59 72.01
ProGrad 77.68 68.63 72.88

KgCoOp 71.76 75.04 73.36

(f) Flowers102.

Base New H

CLIP 72.08 77.80 74.83
CoOp 97.63 69.55 81.23
CoCoOp 94.87 71.75 81.71
ProGrad 95.54 71.87 82.03

KgCoOp 95.00 74.73 83.65

(g) Food101.

Base New H

CLIP 90.10 91.22 90.66
CoOp 89.44 87.50 88.46
CoCoOp 90.70 91.29 90.99
ProGrad 90.37 89.59 89.98

KgCoOp 90.5 91.7 91.09

(h) FGVCAircraft.

Base New H

CLIP 27.19 36.29 31.09
CoOp 39.24 30.49 34.30
CoCoOp 33.41 23.71 27.74
ProGrad 40.54 27.57 32.82

KgCoOp 36.21 33.55 34.83

(i) SUN397.

Base New H

CLIP 69.36 75.35 72.23
CoOp 80.85 68.34 74.07
CoCoOp 79.74 76.86 78.27
ProGrad 81.26 74.17 77.55

KgCoOp 80.29 76.53 78.36

(j) DTD.

Base New H

CLIP 53.24 59.90 56.37
CoOp 80.17 47.54 59.68
CoCoOp 77.01 56.00 64.85
ProGrad 77.35 52.35 62.45

KgCoOp 77.55 54.99 64.35

(k) EuroSAT.

Base New H

CLIP 56.48 64.05 60.03
CoOp 91.54 54.44 68.27
CoCoOp 87.49 60.04 71.21
ProGrad 90.11 60.89 72.67

KgCoOp 85.64 64.34 73.48

(l) UCF101.

Base New H

CLIP 70.53 77.50 73.85
CoOp 85.14 64.47 73.37
CoCoOp 82.33 73.45 77.64
ProGrad 84.33 74.94 79.35

KgCoOp 82.89 76.67 79.65

classes, leading to a worse New performance. Compared
with CoCoOp, the proposed KgCoOp slightly improves the
Base classes. For example, based on the backbone of ViT-
B/16, KgCoOp achieves the Base performance of 78.36%
and 80.73% for the 8-shot and 16-shot settings respectively,
which are similar to the 78.56% and 80.47% obtained by
CoCoOp. However, KgCoOp obtains a significant improve-
ment on the New class upon CoCoOp, e.g., obtains the im-
provement of 1.89% and 1.91% upon CoCoOp for 8-shot
and 16-shot setting, respectively. The superior performance
on New classes demonstrates that the KgCoOp can improve
the generability of the wider unseen class without discard-
ing the discriminative ability of the seen classes.

As mentioned above, ProGrad obtains a better perfor-
mance on the Base class and a worse performance on the
New classes, leading to the generated prompt having seri-
ous overfitting on the Base classes. Since KgCoOp aims
to improve the generability of the New class, KgCoOp also
obtains a worse performance than ProGrad on the term of
Base classes. However, KgCoOp obtains a higher perfor-
mance on the New class. By improving the generability of

New class, KgCoOp obtains a higher performance in terms
of H than ProGrad, e.g., improving the harmonic mean (H)
from 75.2% and 76.16% to 76.06% and 77.0% for the 8-
shot and 16-shot settings, respectively. The superior perfor-
mance demonstrates that the KgCoOp can effectively adapt
the pretrained VLM model on the downstream task with im-
proving the generality of the unseen classes.

Detailed Analysis: We thus give a detailed comparison
of each dataset for the prompt-based method with a 16-
shot setting with the ViT-B/16 as the backbone. As shown
in Table 3, existing CoOp-based methods, i.e., CoOp, Co-
CoOp, and ProGrad, all significantly improve the Base
classes compared to CLIP on all 11 datasets. Especially,
ProGrad, CoOp, and CoCoOp obtain the best Base perfor-
mance on 4/11 datasets, 5/11 datasets, and 2/11 datasets,
respectively. While the CoOp also obtains a better aver-
age Base performance than ProGrad and CoCoOp. The
reason is that CoOp only focuses on inferring a learnable
prompt without considering any other constraints, making
the generated prompt be discriminative for the Base class.
Unlike CoOp, CoCoOp considers the instance-conditional
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Table 4. Comparison of prompt learning in the domain generalization with 16-shot source samples. where “vp” and “tp” denote the visual
prompting and textual prompting, respectively.

Prompts Source Target
ImageNet ImageNetV2 ImageNet-Sketch ImageNet-A ImageNet-R Avg.

CLIP [29] hand-crafted 66.73 60.83 46.15 47.77 73.96 57.17
UPT [39] vp+tp 72.63 64.35 48.66 50.66 76.24 59.98
CoCoOp [40] vp+tp 71.02 64.07 48.75 50.63 76.18 59.90
CoOp [41] tp 71.51 64.2 47.99 49.71 75.21 59.28
ProGrad [42] tp 72.24 64.73 47.61 49.39 74.58 59.07
KgCoOp tp 71.2 64.1 48.97 50.69 76.7 60.11

token combined with the learnable context vectors. Using
the instance-conditional token can improve the generabil-
ity on the New class, while degrading the discrimination on
the Base class. Therefore, CoCoOp obtains the best New
performance on 6/11 datasets, and the best average New
performance. Specially, CoCoOp obtains an obivous per-
formance improvement of 3.77%, 4.96%, 1.7% and 3.65%
on ImageNet, StandfordCars, Food101, and DTD upon Pro-
Grad, respectively, while ProGrad obtains the obvious per-
formance improvement upon CoCoOp for the FGVCAir-
craft datasets, e.g., 23.71%(CoCoOp) vs 27.57%(ProGrad).
However, existing methods, i.e., CoOp, CoCoOp, and Pro-
Grad, all obtain a worse performance than the original CLIP
in most cases, which indicates that they weaken genera-
bility to the New classes. Compared with existing meth-
ods, the proposed KgCoOp obtains a higher New perfor-
mance on eight datasets among all 11 datasets, e.g., Cal-
tech101, OxfordPets, StanfordCars, Flowers102, Food101,
FGVCAircraft, EuroSAT, and UCF101. The superior per-
formance demonstrates that KgCoOp has a better genera-
bility to the New classes than existing CoOp-based prompt
methods. Meanwhile, in most cases, KgCoOp obtains the
same performance as CoCoOp on the Base classes. There-
fore, KgCoOp can improve the generability on New classes
without degrading the performance of Base classes, leading
to the best Harmonic mean on all 11 datasets.

4.2. Domain Generalization

Domain Generalization aims to evaluate the generaliza-
tion by evaluating the trained model on the target dataset,
which has the same class but different data distribution from
the source domain. Similar to CoCoOp and ProGrad, we
conduct the prompt tuning on the few-shot ImageNets, and
evaluate the model on the ImageNetV2, ImageNet-Sketch,
ImageNet-A, and ImageNet-R. The related results are sum-
marized in Table 4.

From Table 4, we can observe that ProGrad obtains the
best performance on the source ImageNet. The superior
performance shows that ProGrad can produce a discrimi-
native prompt for the base class, consistent with the conclu-
sion obtained in the base-to-new setting. Similar to the com-
parison in the base-to-new setting, ProGrad has a weakened

Table 5. Accuracy (%) of few-shot(K=4) learning on 11 datasets.

Datasets CoOp CoCoOp ProGrad KgCoOp

ImageNet 69.38 70.55 70.21 70.19
Caltech101 94.44 94.98 94.93 94.65
OxfordPets 91.3 93.01 93.21 93.2
StanfordCars 72.73 69.1 71.75 71.98
Flowers102 91.14 82.56 89.98 90.69
Food101 82.58 86.64 85.77 86.59
FGVCAircraft 33.18 30.87 32.93 32.47
SUN397 70.13 70.5 71.17 71.79
DTD 58.57 54.79 57.72 58.31
EuroSAT 68.62 63.83 70.84 71.06
UCF101 77.41 74.99 77.82 78.40

Avg. 73.59 71.98 74.21 74.48

generability to the wider unseen classes, e.g., except for the
ImageNetV2, ProGrad has achieved weaker performance
than CoCoOp on the other three datasets and the mean
performance. Among existing methods, CoCoOp is more
domain-generalizable than CoOp and ProGrad. Compared
with CoCoOp, the proposed KgCoOp obtains a higher per-
formance on the source and target datasets, e.g., improv-
ing the average target performance from 59.90% to 60.11%.
The above comparison confirms that the learnable prompts
in KgCoOp are better domain-generalizable.

4.3. Few-shot Classification

The base-to-new setting assumes that the new classes
have different categories from the base classes, which can
demonstrate the generability of different classes. To further
show the generability of the proposed method, we conduct
the few-shot classification, which trains the model based on
the few-shot labeled images and evaluates the model on the
dataset with the same categories as the training classes. The
4-shot setting results are summarized in Table 5. We can ob-
serve that the proposed KgCoOp obtains a higher average
performance than existing methods, i.e., CoOp, CoCoOp,
and ProGad.

4.4. Analysis

Hyperparameter λ: The critical contribution of the pro-
posed KgCoOp is applying a regularization term to con-
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Figure 3. Effect of λ for 4-shot and 16-shot settings on the base-
to-new generalization. H: Harmonic mean

Table 6. Effect of Lkg on CoOp, CoCoOp, and ProGrad in the
base-to-new generalization setting with 16-shot samples and ViT-
B/16 in terms of the average performance among all 11 datasets.

Methods Base New H

CoOp 82.63 67.99 74.6
CoOp+Lkg 80.73(↓ −1.9) 73.6(↑ 5.61) 77 (↑ 2.4)

CoCoOp 80.47 71.69 75.83
CoCoOp +Lkg 77.96 (↓ −2.50) 74.75(↑ 3.06) 76.32 (↑ 0.49)

ProGrad 82.48 70.75 76.16
ProGrad+Lkg 78.64 (↓ −3.84) 74.72(↑ 3.97) 76.63 (↑ 0.47)

strain the special knowledge generated by prompt tuning
to be closed to the general knowledge, which can improve
the generalization on the unseen domain. λ is thus applied
to balance the importance of the regularization term during
prompt tuning, e.g., the higher λ denotes that the prompt
tuning pays more attention to the general knowledge. We
thus analyze the effect of λ, and show the results in Fig-
ure 3. We can observe that a higher λ can obtain a higher
metric of H . For example, setting λ as 8.0 obtains the best
performance of 77.0%. By further increasing λ, the per-
formance would be degraded, e.g., setting λ=10.0 obtains a
harmonic mean of 76.79%, lower than 77.0% for λ=8.0.

Effect of Lkg: The critical of ours is to constrain Lkg to
minimize the general textual embedding and specific textual
embedding, which can be easily applied to existing CoOp-
based methods, e.g., CoOp, CoCoOp, and ProGrad. As
shown in Table 6, compared with CoCoOp and ProGrad,
considering the additional Lkg constraint improves the per-
formance in terms of New and H. Especially for the New
performance, using Lkg achieves more than 3% improve-
ment. The superior performance further proves the effec-
tiveness of using the constraint Lkg for prompt tuning.

Quantitative analysis of Lkg: KgCoOp aims to im-
prove the generability of the unseen class by minimizing
the distance Lkg between the learnable textual embedding
w and fixed textual embeddingwclip. We thus verify the
rationality and effectiveness of this motivation and summa-
rize the related results in Table 7. We can observe that a
higher λ obtains a lower Lkg . Furthermore, the lower Lkg ,
the higher performanceH . Therefore, we can conclude that
minimizing the distance between the learnable textual em-

Table 7. The quantitative analysis of Lkg for different λ on Ima-
geNet.

λ 0.0 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

Lkg 0.18 0.038 0.024 0.015 0.010 0.006 0.005
H 75.38 76.18 76.31 76.86 76.82 77 76.79

Table 8. Traning teim comparison(ms/image). The training time is
the average time to process one image, i.e., ms/image.

CoOp CoCoOp ProGrad KgCoOp

time 6ms 160ms 22ms 6ms
H 74.60 75.83 76.16 77.0

bedding w and fixed textual embedding wclip can improve
the performance.

Training efficienty: For the prompt-based method, we
calculate the training time on ImageNet datasets with a16-
shot setting. Note that the batchsize is 32 for CoOp, Pro-
Grad, and KgCoOp, while CoCoOp uses the batchsize of
1. The training time is the average time to process one im-
age, i.e., ms/image. Based on CoOp, the proposed KgCoOp
conducts an additional constraint between the w and wclip

during training. Since wclip is a pre-computed vector gen-
erated by CLIP with the given categories names, the core of
KgCoOp is merely to minimize the distance w and wclip.
Compared to the training time, the additional running time
of the proposed method can be ignored. As shown in Ta-
ble 8, KgCoOp has the same training time as the CoOp,
which is faster than CoCoOp and ProGrad. Moreover, Kg-
CoOp obtains the best performance. In conclusion, Kg-
CoOp is an efficient model achieving better performance
with less training time.

5. Conclusion
To overcome the shortcoming that existing CoOp-based

prompt tuning methods weaken the generability of the un-
seen classes, we introduce a prompt tuning method named
Knowledge-guided Context Optimization to boost the gen-
erability of the unseen classes by minimizing the discrep-
ancy between the general textual embeddings and the learn-
able specific textual embeddings. Extensive evaluation of
several benchmarks shows that the proposed KgCoOp is an
efficient prompt tuning method.

Although using KgCoOp can improve the generability
on unseen classes, it may degrade the discriminative ability
on the seen class, e.g., KgCoOp obtains a badly Base per-
formance on seen classes. We will investigate an effective
method for seen and unseen classes in the future.
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